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SUMMARY 

• A global slowdown will likely weigh on Japan’s export sector in 2023, but the on-
going post-covid recovery in Japan itself could more than offset the headwinds. 

• Rising household consumption and corporate capital investment are the two 
pillars of improving domestic demand. A potential surge in foreign visitors 
could provide additional support. Overall, we expect the Japanese economy to 
expand at the same moderate rate of 1.5% in 2023 as in 2022. 

• We expect core inflation in Japan to peak in early 2023 after reaching a multi-
decade high. We remain sceptical about any wage-driven inflation dynamic 
proving sustainable.  

• While a new governor will be appointed to the Bank of Japan (BoJ) in 2023, we 
believe a monetary policy U-turn is unlikely. Extremely high public debt means 
the central bank will have to be very careful in managing interest rates. The 
potential easing of inflation in 2023 should also ensure that changes in BoJ 
policy are minor. 

POST-COVID RECOVERY IS WELL UNDERWAY  

The Japanese government and people have taken a more cautious stance to the 
coronavirus than many other developed countries.1 This has allowed Japan to 
achieve a covid fatality rate significantly lower than in the US and most European 
countries.2 The flip side is that the post-covid economic recovery in Japan has come 
later and is more gradual than most of its peers’. 

 
1 For example, Japan didn’t re-open its border to individual tourists until October 2022, much later than in the US or most Eu-
ropean countries. As of time of writing, voluntary mask wearing is still ubiquitous in public areas in Japan, even though it’s not 
a government requirement. 
2 The observed case-fatality ratio in Japan is 0.2%, compared to 1.1% in the US and Canada, 0.9% in UK and 0.4% in Germany 
and France. Source: Johns Hopkins University (https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/data/mortality). 
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The desynchronisation between Japan’s business cycle and other developed econo-
mies’ means that, while we expect the US and Europe to head into a recession in 
2023, Japan will likely stay on a path of moderate expansion despite the external 
headwinds.  

We see at least three positive elements likely supporting the Japanese economy in 
2023. 

Household consumption. Household spending is gradually recovering in Japan as 
the economy re-opens. Retail sales have been rising since early 2022, with the latest 
reading in October at 4.3% year on year (y-o-y). However, in real terms (adjusted for 
inflation) household expenditure expanded by only 1.2% y-o-y in October, much 
lower than the change in nominal terms (5.7%). Inflation probably has also 
weighed on consumer confidence, which in October reached its lowest point since 
mid-2020. 

Nonetheless, we still think the recovery in Japanese household consumption has 
some way to go, since it is still 6-7% below where it should be according to pre-
covid trends in real terms. While the recovery is gradual and definitely not linear, 
the trend continues to point upward (Chart 1). In addition, there is significant pent-
up demand in Japan, as indicated by excess household savings. The amount of cash 
on Japanese personal bank accounts is about JPY43 trn more than what the pre-
covid trend would suggest it should be (Chart 2). This is equivalent to 8% of Japa-
nese GDP. The gradual deployment of this cash as the economy continues to nor-
malise, as we expect, will provide additional support to household consumption. 

Chart 1: Japan real consumption activity index 

 
Source: Pictet WM CIO Office & Macro Research, Bank of 
Japan, December 2022. 

 Chart 2: Excess household savings in Japan 

 
Source: Pictet WM CIO Office & Macro Research, Bank of 
Japan, December 2022. 

Incoming tourism. Visa-free tourism to Japan resumed on 11 October 2022. In-
coming visitors jumped on the news. In October, nearly 500,000 foreign visitors 
arrived in Japan, more than double the number in the previous month (206,000). 
But this is still over 80% below the historical peak reached in July 2019 (Chart 3). 
Therefore, there is plenty of room for growth on this front. The massive 
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depreciation of the yen this year (-18.8% year-to-date) makes a trip to Japan a lot 
more attractive for many foreigners. 

Chinese tourists, who used to account for nearly one third of all visitors to Japan, 
are still largely absent due to the stringent covid controls imposed by the Chinese 
government until very recently. As China is now starting the journey towards a full 
re-opening, we expect Japan to welcome a rising number of Chinese in 2023, espe-
cially in the second half of the year (Chart 4).  

Chart 3: Number of foreign travellers to Japan 

 
Source: Pictet WM CIO Office & Macro Research, Japan Na-
tional Tourism Organisation, December 2022 

 Chart 4: Share of foreign visitors by main source 

 
Source: Pictet WM CIO Office & Macro Research, Japan Na-
tional Tourism Organisation, December 2022 

Corporate capital investment. Corporate investment in Japan, which collapsed in 
the wake of the global financial crisis in 2008, has been rising since Shinzo Abe 
started his second premiership in 2013. The rise was interrupted by the pandemic, 
but now seems to be heading back towards its pre-covid trend (Chart 5).  

The revival in corporate investment is not limited to manufacturing. The latest 
available data for Q3 show that capital investment in the non-manufacturing sec-
tors, mainly services, has also picked up. With the domestic economy continuing 
to recover, investment in the services sector could rise further, especially on la-
bour-saving technologies as the Japanese workforce shrinks (Chart 6). 
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Chart 5: Corporate capital investment in Japan 
(with seasonal adjustment) 

 
Source: Pictet WM CIO Office & Macro Research, Minis-
try of Finance of Japan, December 2022. 

 Chart 6: Investment in software in select indus-
tries in Japan 

 
Source: Pictet WM CIO Office & Macro Research, Minis-
try of Finance of Japan, December 2022. 

In contrast to the domestic recovery, waning external demand for Japanese goods 
could be a challenge in 2023. Growth in Japanese exports (in yen terms) remained 
elevated at 25.3% y-o-y in October, partly helped by the weak yen. As we expect the 
US and Europe to head into a recession next year (although a shallow one) and as 
the windfall gains from yen depreciation disappear on a year-over-year basis, 
growth in Japanese exports will likely decline in 2023. While China’s re-opening 
could provide some support, the moderate pick-up in growth that we expect in 
China next year may not be sufficient to fully offset the loss in momentum in other 
major economies. 

All in all, we expect the Japanese economy to expand by a moderate 1.5% in 
2023, about the same pace as this year. 

BOJ WILL HAVE A NEW GOVERNOR, BUT NOT A POLICY U-TURN 

On the policy front, the Bank of Japan (BoJ) is now the only major developed cen-
tral bank that is still in ultra-easing mode. Haruhiko Kuroda, the current BoJ gover-
nor and the mastermind behind the bank’s monetary easing over the past decade, 
is set to step down in April 2023.  

While markets will keep guessing who Mr. Kuroda’s successor will be until the final 
announcement, a more important question is how the monetary policy framework 
may evolve under a new governor. In our view, two factors are crucial in assessing 
the BoJ’s future policy stance. 

The first is to recognise that monetary policy in Japan is well coordinated with fis-
cal policy (aka “the first and second arrows” of Abenomics) and that low interest 
rates are essential for the sustainability of Japan’s fiscal conditions. With a public 
debt-to-GDP ratio of 263% in 2021, Japan arguably is one of the most ‘debt-
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dominated’ economies in the world (Chart 7). Japan’s fiscal deficit is projected to 
reach 9% of GDP in 2022, with nearly two thirds of it going on government debt 
servicing (Chart 8). In addition, the Japanese government has just announced an-
other major fiscal stimulus package of JPY29 trn, equivalent to about 5.3% of GDP, 
designed to mitigate the pain on households and business of rising prices. In this 
environment, the BoJ will have to be extremely careful in managing interest rates. 
A sharp increase in government bond yields is not feasible from a government 
funding perspective. 

 
Chart 7: Public debt as % of GDP  

 
Source: Pictet WM CIO Office & Macro Research, Interna-
tional Monetary Fund, December 2022. 

 

 

 

 

 

Chart 8: Headline and primary fiscal balance as % of 
GDP in Japan 

 
Source: Pictet WM CIO Office & Macro Research, Ministry 
of Finance of Japan, December 2022 

The second consideration, of course, is inflation. As elsewhere, inflation in Japan 
has also been rising. In October, core inflation in Japan (all items excluding fresh 
food, but including energy) hit 3.8%—the highest reading in four decades. In our 
view, core inflation will likely push even higher in the rest of 2022 before peaking 
in early 2023 thanks to lower energy inflation, more favourable base effects and 
government subsidies (scheduled to start in January 2023, Chart 9).  

What’s more uncertain at this point is wage growth. So far, this has remained mod-
erate. Wages grew by 1.8% y-o-y in October, in line with the average growth rate 
seen in recent years (Chart 10). But there are media reports of labour unions plan-
ning to demand much higher salary increases in the upcoming spring wage negotia-
tions. But even if the negotiations result in larger wage increases next year, for 
structural reasons we remain sceptical that they will be sustained or that we will 
see a wage-inflation spiral in Japan.  

With these considerations in mind, our expectation is that the BoJ may conduct a 
comprehensive review of its current monetary policy framework once a new leader-
ship team steps in next spring. This may lead to some minor tweaks to its existing 
yield curve control (YCC) framework, such as widening the band within which the 
10-year JGB (currently at 25bps around zero) is allowed to fluctuate or moving the 
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anchor point of its YCC from the 10-year to the five-year JGB. But we do not expect 
any major policy U-turns such as rate hikes or a complete removal of YCC in the 
foreseeable future.  

Chart 9: Core inflation in Japan and changes in 
crude oil prices in yen terms 

 
Source: Pictet WM CIO Office & Macro Research, Bloom-
berg Financial LP, December 2022 

 Chart 10: Growth in wages in Japan, base salary vs. 
bonus 

 
Source: Pictet WM CIO Office & Macro Research, Ministry 
of Health, Labour and Welfare of Japan, December 2022 
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maturity, market conditions 
and volatility, and the credit 
quality of any issuer or refer-
ence issuer. Furthermore, for-
eign currency rates of ex-
change may have a positive or 
adverse effect on the value, 
price or income of any Invest-
ment mentioned in this docu-
ment.  Accordingly, investors 
must be willing and able to as-
sume all risks and may receive 
back less than originally in-
vested.  
Past performance should not 
be taken as an indication or 
guarantee of future perfor-
mance and no representation 
or warranty, expressed or im-
plied, is made by BPCAL/Pic-
tet HK Branch regarding fu-
ture performance. 
This document does not con-
stitute the investment policy 
of BPCAL/Pictet HK Branch, 

or an investment recommen-
dation, and merely contains 
the different assumptions, 
views and analytical methods 
of the analysts who prepared 
them. Furthermore, the infor-
mation, opinions and esti-
mates expressed herein re-
flect a judgment at its original 
date of publication and are 
subject to change without no-
tice and without any obliga-
tion on BPCAL/Pictet HK 
Branch to update any of them.  
BPCAL/Pictet HK Branch may 
have issued or distributed 
other reports or documents 
that are inconsistent with, and 
reach different conclusions 
from, the information pre-
sented in this document. 
While the information and 
opinions presented herein are 
from sources believed to be 
reliable, BPCAL/Pictet HK 
Branch is not able to, and do 
not make any representation 
or warranty as to its accuracy 
or completeness. Accordingly, 
BPCAL/Pictet HK Branch ac-
cepts no liability for loss aris-
ing from the use of or reliance 
on this document presented 
for information purposes only. 
BPCAL/Pictet HK Branch re-
serves the right to act upon or 
use any of the information in 
this document at any time, in-
cluding before its publication 
herein.  
BPCAL/Pictet HK Branch and 
its affiliates (or employees 
thereof) may or may not have 
long or short positions in, and 
buy or sell, or otherwise have 
interest in, any of the Invest-
ments mentioned herein, and 
may or may not have relation-
ships with the issuers of or en-
tities connected with Invest-
ments mentioned in this doc-
ument. BPCAL/Pictet HK 
Branch and their affiliates (or 
employees thereof) may act 
inconsistently with the infor-
mation and/or opinions pre-
sented in this document. 
The information used to pre-
pare this document and/or 
any part of such information, 
may have been provided or 
circulated to employees 
and/or one or more clients of 
BPCAL/Pictet HK Branch be-
fore this document was re-
ceived by you and such infor-
mation may have been acted 
upon by such recipients or by 
BPCAL/Pictet HK Branch. 
This document is provided 
solely for the information of 
the intended recipient only 
and should not be 
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reproduced, published, circu-
lated or disclosed in whole or 
in part to any other person 
without the prior written con-
sent of BPCAL/Pictet HK 
Branch.   
Singapore 
This document is not directed 
to, or intended for distribu-
tion, publication to or use by, 
persons who are not accred-
ited investors, expert inves-
tors or institutional investors 
as defined in section 4A of the 
Securities and Futures Act 
(Cap. 289 of Singapore) 
(“SFA”) or any person or entity 
who is a citizen or resident of 
or located in any locality, 
state, country or other juris-
diction where such distribu-
tion, publication, availability 
or use would be contrary to 
law or regulation or would 
subject BPCAL and any of its 
affiliates or related corpora-
tions to any prospectus or 
registration requirements. 
BPCAL is a wholesale bank 
regulated by the Monetary Au-
thority of Singapore (“MAS”) 
under the Banking Act Cap. 50 
of Singapore, an exempt fi-
nancial adviser under the Fi-
nancial Advisers Act Cap. 110 
of Singapore (“FAA”) and an 
exempt capital markets li-
cence holder under the SFA. 
Please contact BPCAL in Sin-
gapore in respect of any mat-
ters arising from, or in con-
nection with this document.  
Hong Kong  
This document is not directed 
to, or intended for distribu-
tion, publication to or use by, 
persons who are not “profes-
sional investors” within the 
meaning of the Securities and 
Futures Ordinance (Chapter 
571 of the Laws of Hong 
Kong) and any rules made 
thereunder (the “SFO”) or any 
person or entity who is a citi-
zen or resident of or located 
in any locality, state, country 
or other jurisdiction where 
such distribution, publication, 
availability or use would be 
contrary to law or regulation 
or would subject Pictet HK 
Branch and any of its affiliates 
or related corporations to any 
prospectus or registration re-
quirements. If you do not 
want Pictet HK Branch to use 
your personal information for 
marketing purposes, you can 
request Pictet HK Branch to 
stop doing so without incur-
ring any charge to you. In dis-
tributing investment products 

as agents for third party ser-
vice providers, Pictet HK 
Branch is an agent of the third 
party service provider and the 
product is a product of the 
third party service provider 
but not Pictet HK Branch. In 
respect of an eligible dispute 
(as defined in the Terms of 
Reference for the Financial 
Dispute Resolution Centre in 
relation to the Financial Dis-
pute Resolution Scheme) aris-
ing between Pictet HK Branch 
and you out of the selling pro-
cess or processing of the re-
lated transaction, Pictet HK 
Branch is required to enter 
into a Financial Dispute Reso-
lution Scheme process with 
you; however any dispute over 
the contractual terms of the 
product should be resolved 
between directly the third 
party service provider and 
you. 
Banque Pictet & Cie SA is a 
limited liability company in-
corporated in Switzerland. It 
is an authorized institution 
within the meaning of the 
Banking Ordinance and a reg-
istered institution (CE No.: 
BMG891) under the SFO car-
rying on Type 1 (dealing in se-
curities), Type 4 (advising on 
securities) and Type 9 (asset 
management) regulated activ-
ities. The registered address 
of Pictet HK Branch is 9/F., 
Chater House, 8 Connaught 
Road Central, Hong Kong. 
Warning: The contents of this 
document have not been re-
viewed by any regulatory au-
thority in Hong Kong.  You are 
advised to exercise caution in 
relation to the offer.  If you are 
in any doubt about any of the 
contents of this document, 
you should obtain independ-
ent professional advice. 
Please contact Pictet HK 
Branch in Hong Kong in re-
spect of any matters arising 
from, or in connection with 
this document.  
Distributor: Pictet Bank & 
Trust Limited, where regis-
tered office is located at 
Building 1, Bayside Executive 
Park, West Bay Street & Blake 
Road, Nassau, New Provi-
dence, The Bahamas. 
The document is not directed 
to, or intended for distribu-
tion or publication to or use 
by persons who are not Ac-
credited Investors (as defined 
in the Securities Industry Reg-
ulations, 2012) and subject to 
the conditions set forth in the 
Securities Industry 

Regulations, 2012 or to any 
person or entity who is a citi-
zen or resident of or located 
in any locality, state, country 
or other jurisdiction where 
such distribution, publication, 
availability or use would be 
contrary to law or regulation 
or would subject Pictet Bank 
& Trust Limited to any pro-
spectus or registration re-
quirements. Pictet Bank & 
Trust Limited is incorporated 
in The Bahamas with limited 
liability. It is a bank and trust 
company that is licensed in 
accordance with the Banks 
and Trust Companies’ Regula-
tion Act and is regulated by 
the Central Bank of The Baha-
mas.  Additionally, Pictet Bank 
& Trust Limited is registered 
with the Securities Commis-
sion of The Bahamas as a Bro-
ker Dealer II and is approved 
to (i) Deal in Securities 1.(a) & 
(c ); (ii) Arrange Deals in secu-
rities; (iii) Manage Securities; 
(iv) Advise on Securities.  
Warning: The content of this 
document has not been re-
viewed by any regulatory au-
thority in The Bahamas.   You 
are, therefore, advised to ex-
ercise caution when pro-
cessing the information con-
tained herein. If you are in any 
doubt about any of the con-
tent of this document, you 
should obtain independent 
professional advice. 


